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INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope of Study

The purpose of this study is to provide design 
guidelines for future development of the Old 
University Avenue corridor.  The study area 
corridor includes the Old University Avenue 
from Breese Terrace on the east to Farley 
Avenue on the west.  The north boundary of 
the study area is Campus Drive.  The south 
boundary is Kendall Avenue.

Old University Avenue is an important mixed-
use corridor.  This corridor not only contains 
a diverse mix of residential and commercial 
uses, as well as a number of important 
institutional land uses. While nearly all of 
the residential land uses on the corridor are 
multifamily developments oriented primarily 
to student tenants, the corridor is directly 
adjacent to several predominantly single-
family residential neighborhoods to the 
south of Old University Avenue, including the 
University Heights Historic District.  

In recent years, the Old University Avenue 
corridor has become a focus of development 
interest.  There have been several proposals 
to replace older residential and commercial 
buildings with new developments at higher 
density.  The City of Madison Comprehensive 

as suitable location for transit-oriented 
development (TOD’s).  There has also been 
interest in providing more workforce housing 
near the major employment center of the U.W. 
Campus and Medical Center.

The focus of this study and resulting 
architectural design guidelines has been 
to establish a set of recommended building 

setbacks, and stepbacks.  The guidelines also 
address streetfront facades and creating 
a pleasant and functional pedestrian 
environment.

circulation, parking capacity, and open 
space, which are important issues that will 
be addressed by separate studies and plans 
undertaken by the City of Madison and the 
Regent Neighborhood Association.

The design guidelines are intended to be used 
the neighborhood and various City review 
boards and committees as a framework for 
the review of development proposals.  The 
guidelines are not intended to supersede 
or alter the normal review processes that 
address critical issues such parking and 

Funding

The Regent Neighborhood Association 
received funding from the City of Madison 
to engage a consultant to prepare design 
and development guidelines for the Old 
University Avenue corridor.  After a thorough 
solicitation and review period, RNA Board 
selected Planning and Design Institute (PDI) of 
Milwaukee as the project design consultants.
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Advisory Committee

The consultants work and the preparation of 
this report have been guided by an Advisory 
Committee appointed by the RNA Board.  The 
20-member committee consists of a diverse 
group individuals including residents of the 
project area and the immediately adjoining 
streets, RNA members, business and property 
owners along the University Avenue corridor, 
and developers.

During the course of the project, the Advisory 
Committee has conducted nine work sessions.  
In addition, there was a charrette / workshop 
conducted on May 12, 2007 attended by 
approximately 60 neighborhood residents.  

Issues and Opportunities

During the planning process, a public 
workshop was held in order to gather input 
on major issues and opportunities for the 
corridor.  The Appendix includes a summary 

UNIVERSITY AVENUE
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of the comments received which represent a 
broad range of concerns.  These are not listed 
in priority order.  These issues were used as 
the basis for discussing the different building 

help resolve the problems and enhance the 
strengths of the neighborhood and corridor.

More detailed discussion of issues and 
opportunities can be found in the minutes 
and records of the RNA.  Some of the issues 
are outside the scope of these guidelines but 
may be addressed in future planning efforts. 

Outline of the Guidelines

The guidelines are composed of the following 
sections:

permitted height and stepback 
requirements within the corridor and 
should be used in conjunction with the 
Block Group map.

of maps with accompanying diagrams 
depicts each block and indicates which 

3. Street Facade Guidelines:  These are 
general design guidelines that are 
intended to specify the character of the 
street facades of individual buildings.  
There are also a few additional guidelines 
which are critical to the long-term success 
of the street.  They should be used as part 
of the discussions among property owners, 

when new projects are reviewed and 
negotiated.

The guidelines in this study should not be 
considered to supersede or, in any way, be 
considered more important or regulatory 
than those found in other City ordinances and 
policy documents.
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BUILDING
PROFILES recommended height, setback and stepback 

guidelines for new development fronting on 
University Avenues.

The general intent of the guidelines is to 
create a 2 to 3 story, pedestrian friendly 
building edge along University Avenue.  
Stepback requirements are intended to 
pull back the building edge above the third 
story taller buildings to create a more open 
University Avenue corridor.  Where a blocks 
have frontages on both University Avenue and 
Campus Drive, the lower height buildings along 
the University Avenue frontage should extend 
for at least 25 percent of the lot depth.

No minimum building setbacks or setbacks 
are recommended along the Campus Drive 
frontage.

Rear building setbacks and stepbacks are 
recommended for all new development on the 
south side of the University Avenue to protect 
and preserve the character and values of 
adjacent residential development.

On blocks planned for primarily residential 
ground level uses, the recommended 
minimum building setback along University 
Avenue and intersecting side streets is 10’.  
On the blocks where ground level commercial 
use is planned, the recommended minimum 
building setback is 2’.

Recommended building heights are given in 
both stories and feet (in parenthesis).  It is 
assumed that residential uses require 10‘ 

All buildings over 3 stories should be 

roof top and stepback decks are encouraged 
wherever possible.

In order to manage and control building 
massing, buildings with more than continuous 
120 feet of linear building edge along the 
street frontage are discouraged.

block group maps, there are general design 
guidelines for street facades (as well as 
some additional guidelines) that specify the 
character of the street facades of individual 
buildings.  They should be used as part of the 
discussions among property owners, public 

projects are reviewed.
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between Allen Street and Farley Avenue.  The 
locations proposed for predominantly ground 
level residential use have a 10’ front setback.  
The blocks proposed for predominantly 
commercial ground level use have a 2’ front 
stepback.

BUILDING
PROFILES

preserve the residential character of the 
neighborhood north south of the University 
Avenue corridor, which has a combination of 
single-family and multi-family housing.

Maximum building height: 

Allen Street through the east half of the 
2600 Block: 4 stories (45’)

West half of the 2600 Block (corner of 
Farley and Campus Drive): 5 stories 
(55’)

Minimum building height: 2 stories (25’)

•

•

Minimum front yard setback (d):

2200 and 2300 Blocks (Allen Street to 
Chestnut Street): d = 10’

2400 Block and east half 2500 Blocks: 
d = 2’

West half of the 2500 Block and east 
half of the 2600 Block: d = 10’

West half of 2600 Block: d = 2’

Minimum front upper-level stepback: 10’ at 
the top of second or third story

Minimum rear stepback: 10’ at the top of 

•

•

•
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south side of University Avenue between 
Breeze Terrace and Allen Street.  These blocks 
are within the University Heights Historic 
District.  The ground level of new development 
on these blocks is recommended to be 
predominantly residential.

with the exception that the minimum street 
yard setback guideline is 15’, which is 
consistent with the University Heights Historic 

Type 1-H is to be consistent with the University 
Heights Historic District guidelines, which 
are administered through the Landmarks 
Commission.

Maximum building height: 4 stories (45’)

Minimum building height: 2 stories (25’)

Minimum street yard setback: 15’

Minimum front upper-level stepback: 10’ at 
the top of the second or third story

Minimum rear stepback: 10’ at the top of 

•

•

•

•

•
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BUILDING
PROFILES

the north side of University Avenue from 
Princeton Avenue (extended) to Allen Street 
(extended).  New development on these 
blocks is recommended to be predominantly 
residential with no or very limited ground level 
commercial use.

Campus Drive Right-of-Way
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Permitted Height - 8 Stories

four story maximum building height along 
University Avenue, but allow up to an eight 
story building height along Campus Drive.  
No minimum building setbacks or stepbacks 
are recommended along the Campus Drive 
frontage:

Maximum building height fronting on 
University Avenue : 4 stories (40’)

Maximum building height adjacent to 
Campus Drive:  8 stories (80’) 

Minimum building height: 2 stories (25’)

•

•

•

Minimum street yard setback (except along 
Campus Drive): 10’

Minimum front and street side corner 
upper-level stepback: 10’ at the top of the 
second or third story

Minimum rear stepback: No rear stepback 
requirement.

•

•

•
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Minimum street yard (except along Campus 
Drive) setback: 2’

Minimum front and street side corner 
upper-level stepback: 10’ at the top of the 
second or third story

Minimum rear stepback: No rear stepback 
requirement.

•

•

•

on University Avenue between Allen Street 
(extended) and Highland Street.  New 
development on these blocks is recommended 
to be predominantly residential but with 
ground level commercial use.

transit-oriented development near the key 
intersections of Highland Street and Walnut 

Street with the potential for ground level 
commercial uses at these location.  No 
minimum building setbacks or stepbacks 
are recommended along the Campus Drive 
frontage.

Maximum building height fronting on 
University Avenue: 5 stories (55’)

Maximum building height adjacent to 
Campus Drive: 10 stories (100’)

Minimum building height: 2 stories (25’)

•

•

•
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of University Avenue west of Highland Street 
(i.e. Mullins’ development site).  This is an 
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BUILDING
PROFILES

irregularly-shaped group of parcels that forma 
a sharply pointed triangle between University 
Avenue and Campus Drive. The majority of 
the block has been assembled by the Mullins 
family for future redevelopment.

transit-oriented-development (TOD) at the 
intersection of Highland Street and University 
Avenue with the potential for ground level 

commercial uses. Because of its separation 
from nearby residential uses, the north side 
of the 2600 Block is uniquely suited to higher 
density development.  No minimum building 
setbacks or stepbacks are recommended 
along the Campus Drive frontage.
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Maximum building height: 12 stories 
(125’)

Minimum building height: 2 stories (25’)

Minimum street yard setback: 2’

Minimum University Avenue and Highland 
Street upper-level stepback: 10’ at the top 
of second or third story

•

•

•

•

Special Exceptions

The land uses on the blocks fronting on the 
north side of the University Avenue between 
Breeze Terrace and Princeton Avenue 
(extended) are predominantly institutional 
uses associated with the University of 
Wisconsin.

The University of Wisconsin Student Health 
Services (1552 University Avenue) site, 
which is located across University Avenue 
and immediately north of the Congregation 
Church, is proposed for redevelopment.  There 

1700 ands 1800 Blocks, which are occupied 
by the U.W. Enzyme Institute (1710 University) 
and the University of Wisconsin Foundation 
(1848 University Avenue) buildings The 

blocks are as follows:

Maximum building height:

1500 - 1600 Block – Maximum 
building height should be no taller than 
the roof ridgeline of the Congregation 
Church

1700 Block – Six stories (90’)

1800 Block – Eight stories (120’

Minimum building height: 2 stories (30’)

Minimum street yard setback: 2’

Minimum University Avenue stepback: 10’ 
at the top of second or third story

Minimum rear stepback: No rear stepback 
requirement.

•

•

•

•

•
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APPLICABLE
PROFILES BY
BLOCK

Along the edge of each block there is a color-

that block edge.
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STREET FACADE
GUIDELINES

Overall Description

The scope of new development may range 
from simple remodeling (such as a storefront) 
to the construction of new buildings or sets 
of buildings.  The key issue is the interface 
between the building (the facade) and the 
public realm (the street).  This interface, 
between the facade and the street, can be 
organized according to zones.  In the same 
way that conventional zoning looks at land 
use, facade zones can be used to evaluate the 
smaller scale relationship of the building to the 
look and feel of the street and neighborhood.  
Different facade zones relate to different 
design interventions.  

The diagrams in this study illustrate six zones 
that relate to the design of a building’s facade 
and how the design relates to the character of 
the street and neighborhood.  The application 
of the guidelines in these zones will vary with 
the extent of the design issues.  A change in a 
display window and sign above the front door, 
may involve only guidelines in zones 1 and 6.  

require consideration of all the zones.  

Additional Guidelines and Desirable 
Design Conditions

The street façade guidelines described in 
this section apply principally to the interface 
between the building facade and the street.  
There are other important design conditions 
which may be appropriate as well. 

6 1
4

5

Facade Zone 1:  Base 

The facade base anchors the building at 
ground level and provides the primary 
interface between the building and public 
activity.  The facade base may include 
one or two upper stories as well as an 
exposed basement.

The design of the facade’s middle zone 
often indicates the building’s function 
or use.  The transition between the 
middle zone and both the base and the 
top is often expressed through the use 
materials, ornamental elements, or other 
modes of architectural detail.  
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6 1 4

5

Facade Base

Facade Middle

Facade Top

Facade Base 
Activity

Facade Middle and 
Top Extensions

Interior Activities

1.

4.

5.

6.

The top of the facade terminates the 
building against the sky and offers an 
opportunity to create an interesting 
silhouette.  In conjunction with 
surrounding buildings, the top of the 
building may create a unique landmark 
or extended skyline. 

Facade Zone 4: Base Activity

The base activity zone extends outward 
from the facade base.  Elements in this 
zone often include signage, awnings, 
lighting, street furnishings, sidewalk 
displays, etc.

Facade Zone 5:  Middle and Top 
Extensions

The middle and top extension zones 
include any elements above the base 
of a building that extends beyond the 
outside wall.  Elements in this zone 
often include bay windows, signage, 
balconies, etc.

Facade Zone 6: Interior Activities

The activities in the building interior, 
behind the facade base, are critical 
to the relationship of the building to 
the street.  In these guidelines the 
depth of this zone is 10 feet. This zone 
should include a level and character of 

activity that will enliven the street and suit the 
neighborhood.  The nature of this activity will 
vary with different uses, especially with regard 
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1. Articulation

Principle:

Buildings in urban settings often include 
multiple functions.  Changes in function occur 
most often at the base of the building where 
private and public spaces meet.  On city streets, 
the base not only provides access to interior 
functions, but by its image conveys purpose, 
attracting, engaging, and inviting pedestrians 
to enter. The direct proximity of the base to 
the general public should create a distinctive 

ZONE 1:  
FACADE BASE

The facade base anchors the building at 
ground level and provides the primary 
interface between the building and public 
activity.  The facade base may include one 
or two upper stories as well as an exposed 
basement.

architectural character that responds to the 
street and the activities in adjacent buildings.  
This is true for both commercial uses (which 
are often closer to the sidewalk and contain 
elements intended to attract the attention 
of passers-by, such as signage, windows, 
canopies, and product displays) as well as 
residential uses (which often include porches, 
entry conditions, patios, window treatments 

and layered landscapes that create an 
intermediate area designating a separation of 
private versus public space).
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Recommendation:

The building should be articulated with a 
horizontal expression line establishing a base, 
and an architectural character distinct from, 
but integrated with, the upper facade zones.

Principle:

The expression of the building base should 
complement the composition and character of 
adjacent architecture, and reinforce the street 

Recommendation:

The height of the facade base should 
approximate the height of the facade base of 
adjacent facades.  Overall, the height of the 
facade base should be no higher than the 

than 15 feet above grade.

Facade base with a strong horizontal expression and 
pedestrian entries

Principle:

Buildings in a traditional city pattern have 
fronts and backs.  The fronts face the street 
and allow for public access.  Pedestrian 
entries along the street indicate the building’s 
front.  The frequency of pedestrian entries, 
including multiple entries for the same 
building, increase the level of pedestrian 
activity and make the street more pedestrian 
friendly.  The backs often occur along alleys 
which provide for service access.  Entrances 
on corners give prominence to more than one 
street face.  

Recommendation:

At least one pedestrian user entrance shall be 
provided along each of the street facades of 
each building along public streets.  Entries on 
the sides of buildings within approximately 10 

recommendation if they are easily seen from 
the street and help enliven the pedestrian 
experience.  

Multiple street entries on public streets 
should be used on buildings with over 100 
feet of frontage.  If possible, pedestrian entries 
should be provided on the street for each 

corner entrances are strongly encouraged on 
corner sites.  In addition to street entrances, 
buildings should also incorporate pedestrian 
entries that face parking areas.  

  Pedestrian entries for buildings over 100’ in length
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and pedestrian character of the street is 
minimized.  To do this, any garage doors should 
be designed as attractive, panelized, high-
quality materials that harmonize with other 
materials on the facade base.  In addition, the 
drive way, as it crosses the pedestrian area, 
should be minimized in width, include devices 

movements, and consist of higher quality 
paving materials.

4. Materials and Ornamentation

Principle:

Detailing, ornamentation, and the texture of 
materials on the facade base provide intricacy 
and create visual interest at an intermediate 
scale between the size of building elements, 
(such as windows, doors, and columns) and 
the scale of construction components, (such 
as bricks, blocks, lintels

Recommendation:

Detailing should exhibit a high degree of 
compatibility and coordination between 
elements that are consistent with the overall 
style and design of the building design.

materials on the building base are indicated 
by the accompanying table on page 31.  For 
renovation of existing buildings, new materials 
on the facade base should be compatible with 
the rest of the building.

The major public entry should be a prominent 
visual feature of a building. This entry should 
be oriented toward a public place such as a 
public street or a public entrance plaza. The 
entrance should be designed so that it is easily 

architectural details or special materials.  

Mixed-use buildings with upper story residential 
or commercial uses are encouraged to have 
separate entries with access to the public 

are permitted for upper story uses. 

Non-pedestrian entries for vehicles should 
be discouraged.  If they are essential to the 
viability of a project they should be allowed 
only if their negative impacts on the visual 

5. Transparency

Principle:

Transparency at the street level enlivens the 
street environment, provides interest and 
activity along the sidewalk, and, at night, 
provides a secondary, more intimate, source 
of lighting.  Transparency is also critical to 
creating an interesting retail experience for 
pedestrians.  For residential uses the amount 
of transparency is less important than the 
repetition of windows at regular, frequent 
intervals

Recommendation:

Commercial facades along the street front shall 
include windows or glazed openings which 
comprise at least 50% of the building front at 
the street level.  Residential facades can have 
less glazing, perhaps as low as 30% provided 
that the windows are distributed in a repetitive 
rhythm that creates a continuous visual 
relationship between residential functions 
and street activities.  Required percentage 
of glazing must be clear glass that transmits 
daylight, at least 6 feet in height with sills not 

Alternatives to glazing should be allowed and 
should include the following elements (that 
are counted towards glazing requirements, 
but at a discounted rate):

Display cases (for commercial uses only)

Architectural details such as niches or 
seating areas along the exterior wall

•

•
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ZONE 2:   
FACADE MIDDLE

The design of the facade’s middle zone often 
indicates the building’s function or use.  The 
transition between the middle zone and both 
the base and the top is often expressed through 
the use materials, ornamental elements, or 
other modes of architectural detail.

Continuity of expression line

1. Articulation

Principle:

Visual richness depends upon sun light 
creating variations of light and shadow on the 
facade and changing over time.  These patterns 
often create visually attractive rhythms -- a 
recurring representation of building elements, 
proportions, and compositional attributes.  

repetitive structural bays, often with the end 
bays given special identity.  The variation of 

the individuality of each building, while the 
recurrence of an overall rhythm helps unify 
the facade of one building.  The continuity of 
architectural rhythms is particularly desirable 
for residential structures.

Recommendation:

The mid-section of the building shall form an 
expression line separating the middle area from 
the building’s top and should be articulated 
by surface variations of perceptible depth 
through windows, architectural elements, etc.

The building’s structural column lines should 
in some way be evident or expressed on its 
facade.
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Principle:

Classical design motifs relied on applied 
column orders, entablatures and pediments, 
and other traditional features for surface relief.  
The style of the modern architecture, however, 
rejected these scale-enhancing strategies 

cases, created facades that appear bland and 
unsympathetic to a traditional architectural 
context.  More recent architectural styles have 
sought to incorporate elements of modern 
and traditional architecture that are hybrids 
of multiple themes and more consist net with 
existing neighborhoods -- they strive to address 
this issue of surface depth and richness in a 
contemporary way.   

Recommendation:

Rather than recreate historic motifs, 
new buildings should enhance the visual 
richness of surfaces and scale of facades 
with contemporary detailing at openings 
and corners, changes in material, color and 
texture, and with overt expression of current 
manufacturing technologies and building 
construction processes.  In this way, new 
architecture can complement traditional styles 
and still produce an aesthetic expression of 
this time period.

Principle:

Openings create visual interest by introducing 

These patterns are created through the use 
of punched openings for windows with varying 
depths.  The frames of these openings are 
a major component of a facade’s visual 
interest.

Recommendation:

proportionate shapes and patterns to avoid 
blank walls.  Blank unarticulated walls with a 
lack of patterns of voids and openings should 
not be allowed.

Principle:

Sites at the intersection of two streets offer 
double exposure and traditionally regarded 
as more valuable real estate.  This locational 

elaborate the corners of the building and may 

of the corner.   

Recommendation:

The intersection of two streets shall be marked 
by a noticeable variation or elaboration of the 
architectural patterns of the facade.
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5.  Building Materials

Principle:

Streets that establish a prominence, a cultural 
presence, and social decorum, require 
appropriate and respectful acknowledgement 
in the materials selected for facades.

Recommendation:

materials on the middle section of the facade 
are indicated by the accompanying table on 
page 31.  For renovation of existing buildings, 
new materials on the facade base should be 
compatible with the rest of the building.

Principle:

The height of the middle section of the facade 
should be the largest compositional element.  
While the middle section of the facade may 
not contain the highest degree of architectural 

either the facade base or top.

Recommendation:

The height of the facade middle area should 
follow the recommendations depicted in these 
guidelines.
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ZONE 3:  
FACADE TOP

The top of the facade terminates the building 
against the sky and offers an opportunity to 
create an interesting silhouette.  In conjunction 
with surrounding buildings, the top of the 
building may create a unique landmark or 
extended skyline.

1. Articulation

Principle:

The top of the building, the portion that meets 
the sky, is traditionally a zone of varied if not 
exuberant architectural expression of form, 
ornament and/or intricacy. 

Recommendation:

The top of the building should terminate the 
composition in a way that punctuates the 
top zone or celebrates meeting the sky and 
gives distinction to the whole building.  Even 
modernist buildings should respond to this 

prescribe an appropriate roof form.  Designers 

parapets, overhangs, gabled roofs, curved 
forms, and combinations of these features.  

It is important for the character of the roof 
form to be consistent with the overall style of 
the building.  In particular excessive gables 
(in height or width) should be discouraged, 
especially on buildings with four or more 
stories.

Principle:

engage the sky, border the sky or establish a 
distinctive silhouette. 

Recommendation:

articulated as an edge to the sky, with more 
ornamented and intricate than its midsection 
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Top is sculpted and tapered

4. Mechanical Equipment

Principle:

Mechanical equipment is increasingly 
important in current building practice 
but unless architecturally designed to be 
aesthetically pleasing, it detracts from the 
visual quality of urban environments.  

Recommendation:

Designing mechanical equipment to be 
visually appealing is an acceptable approach.   
Alternatively, the building’s mechanical 
equipment should be concealed from street 
view by parapets or screened in a way that is 
visually consistent with the building’s design 
aesthetic.   

Mechanical equipment setback from parapet 
(shown left) and not visible from street level.

5. Building Materials

Principle:

Streets that establish a prominence, a cultural 
presence, and social decorum, require 
appropriate and respectful acknowledgement 
in the materials selected for facades.

Recommendation:

materials on the top section of the facade 
are indicated by the accompanying table on 
page 31.  For renovation of existing buildings, 
new materials on the facade base should be 
compatible with the rest of the building.

when seen from the street level.  The form of 

Principle:

The height of the top section of the facade 
should be clearly smaller than the middle 
section.  While the top of the facade may 
not contain the highest degree of unique 
architectural form it should not have a larger 
mass than the middle of the building facade.

Recommendation:

The height of the facade top area should 
follow the recommendations depicted in these 
guidelines.
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ZONE  4:   
BASE ACTIVITY

The base activity zone extends outward from 
the facade base, beyond the property line.  
Elements in this zone often include signage, 
awnings, lighting, street furnishings, sidewalk 
displays, etc.

1. Street Activation

Principle:

Elements in the Facade Base Activity Zone 
should contribute to the character, scale, 
activity, and visual richness of the street.  

Recommendation:

New buildings should include a variety of 
architectural elements that enliventhis zone.  
Entrance features that respond to  climate, 
culture, functional propriety, social  transitions 
from public to private space, landscape 
and streetscape elements, advertising, and 
unique styles and aesthetic expressions.  
These features include hoods, canopies, and 
awnings (including marquees), projecting 
signs, sidewalk signs, planters, sculpture and 
artwork, seating walls, bay windows, railings, 
and other decorative elements.

Principle:

Most parking and service areas are intrusive 
and detract from the overall image of a street. 
Though necessary functions, they do little to 
contribute to the aesthetics and experience 
of passing by the building and should be 
separated from the street with attractive 
landscape and streetscape features.

Recommendation:

Landscaping shall be used to screen the 
perimeter of surface parking, structured 

are not present), and service areas where 
visible from the street.

Awnings extending beyond the property line
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ZONE 5:  
MIDDLE AND TOP
EXTENSION

The middle and top extension zones include 
any elements above the base of a building that 
extends beyond the outside wall.  Elements in 
this zone often include bay windows, signage, 
balconies, etc.

1. Articulation

Principle:

the middle and top of the building but extending 
out past the exterior wall of the building.  
Elements in this zone are encouraged. 

Recommendation:

The following types of architectural elements 
should be encouraged in this zone:

Balconies and bay windows should project 
from the major mass of the building and 
may also extend over the public way.

Belt courses, lintels, sills, architraves, 
pediments over windows and similar 
architectural projections should be 
encouraged.

Signage should be encouraged in the form 
of projecting signs similar to traditional 
signs oriented perpendicular to the facade.

Sun control and energy conservation 
devices should be encouraged to improve 
the energy performance of the building and 
add visual interest to the exterior. 

improve the appearance of buildings at 
night (without causing light pollution) and 
emphasize the architectural features of 
buildings.

•

•

•

•

•
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ZONE 6:   
INTERIOR ACTIVITIES

The activities in the building interior, behind 
the facade base, are critical to the relationship 
of the building to the street.  In these 
guidelines the depth of this zone is 10 feet. 
This zone should include a level and character 
of activity that will enliven the street and suit 
the neighborhood.  The nature of this activity 
will vary with different uses, especially with 

1. Building Use and Street Activation

Principle:

Uses that are accessible to the general public 
and open during established business hours 
generate walk-in pedestrian clientele, and 
contribute to a high level of pedestrian activity.  
Also, livelier street edges make safer streets. 

Recommendation:

Development decisions should encourage the 
creation of social and economic activities in this 
zone which increase public use and access.  At 
the same time, uses which discourage activity 
and which are not pedestrian-friendly (such 
as interior parking) should be discouraged.

Principle:

Facilitating views of building interiors and 
interior activity creates a more inviting, 
interesting, and friendly street for the general 
public.

Recommendations:

The interior space of all non-residential uses 
that front the street should be visible from 
the public-right-of way.  Interior walls parallel 
to street front windows shall not be closer 
than 12 feet.  Mechanical window coverings 
such as grates and garage doors should be 
discouraged. The visible space within the 
interior should contain active uses, including 

buildings.
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Masonry Unit

Brick (Modular, King, and Economy) R
Brick (Norman and utility) R
Concrete Masonry Units (CMU) (Fluted, Split Face, and Standard) D
Glass Block R
Glazed Brick R
Glazed Concrete Masonry Units D
Ground Faced CMU D
Modular Pressure Formed Stone Masonry Units D

Metal

Cast Iron and Cast Aluminum R
Composite Metal Panel (Aluminum, Copper, Stainless Steel, and Zinc) R
Metal Leaf (Copper and Gold) R

Sheet Metal (Brass, Bronze, Copper, Stainless Steel, and Zinc) R
Structural Steel Framing R
Wrought Iron R

Wood

Composite Wood Panel R
Finished Wood R

Cast in Place Concrete (Walkable Surfaces Only) D
Cast in Place Concrete (Finished) R
Formed Fiberglass Reinforced Concrete R
Patterned Precast Concrete R
Exposed Aggregate Precast Concrete D

Other Materials

Ceramic Tile R
EFIS D
Finished Foam Plastic D
Glass (Plate, Float, and Cast) R
Glass Framing (Aluminum, Bronze, Wood, Stainless Steel, and Steel) D
Glass Framing (Aluminum Clad Wood, PVC, and Vinyl Clad Wood) R
Natural Stone R
Particle Board D
Poly Carbonate Sheet Plastic D
Shingles D
Stucco D
Terra Cotta R
Terrazzo R

EXTERIOR
MATERIALS
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ADDITIONAL
GUIDELINES

The previous guidelines on Facade Zones 
apply principally to the interface between 
the building facade and the street.  There 
are other important design conditions which 
may be appropriate as well.  These may apply 
to landscape elements, parking, lighting, 
streetscape design, and other features.  Many 
of these issues are discussed in other relevant 
documents that include goals, objectives, 
policies, and recommended actions regarding 
urban design and architecture that are found 
in the Historic District guidelines as well as 
the City’s Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Ordinance (links to these documents were 
noted previously).  The following are additional 
guidelines that should be noted in relation to 
the corridor.

Surface parking in the front of buildings or on 
the corners of blocks is prohibited.  Surface 
parking, along the sides of buildings, should 
be allowed provided that:

Parking areas are not wider than one bay of 
parking (that is, one drive lane abutted on 
each side by parking)

Parking spaces (excluding the drive lanes) 

with a substantial decorative fence, hedge, 
and associated plantings that create a 
continuous edge above eye level.

•

•

Sustainability

Sustainable design is an essential component 
of new development.  New development should 
be designed such that it achieves a high 
rating using the LEED (Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design) scale developed 
by the U.S. Green Building Council.  

At this time the University Avenue Corridor 

neighborhood development and, at the same 
time, encourage developers to create e LEED 

guidelines (LEED-ND) encourage highly 
compact and intense development, in order to 
minimize sprawl, discourage automobile use, 
encourage reuse of existing buildings, prevent 
over consumption of land, promote walkable 
neighborhoods, and similar objectives.  
Conversely, some of the guidelines for individual 
buildings are intended to promote low impact 
development (LID) which often requires less 
compact or intense development, but makes 

of guidelines are desirable.  At this time it is 
unwise to select which designs features will 
have the most appropriate impacts.  

Building Length and Massing 

The height, section, and design of street 
facades are the primary determinant of a 
street’s character.  In addition, the length of 

especially in neighborhoods with historically 
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smaller lots and building footprints.  When the 

repetition of smaller lots, it is often referred to 
as having a smaller-scale, more intricate grain 
or texture.  In this case, the best way to protect 
the grain of this neighborhood is to limit the 
length of new buildings.  The recommended 
guideline should be that the new street 
frontage of the building is 120’ or less.  

In addition, if a development includes abutting 
buildings on adjacent lots, each building 
should look independent of the other (even 
though they may have internal connections 

if new buildings are built on abutting lots they 
may have internal connections only if each 
building on each lot:

Uses facade materials with a different color 
and texture

Does not change the side lot lines

Uses street facade windows that differ in 
terms of the height/width ratio, mullion 
pattern, rhythm, and area

The width of the structural bays is different

Street Level Commercial Uses

In the case of this corridor, some effort 
should be made to encourage commercial 
uses in locations where they are most likely 
to have a positive neighborhood impact and 

•

•

•

•

be sustained, long term, as viable economic 
locations.  Toward this end:

New ground level commercial uses should 
be discouraged in the portion of the corridor 
in the University Heights Historic District 
(Breeze Terrace to Allen Street).  

Ground level commercial uses should be 
encouraged on the 2400 and 2500 Block 
(east half) which are near the key intersection 
of Highland Street and University Avenue 
(which already has cluster of commercial 
uses.)

Ground level commercial uses should also 
be encouraged at the corner of Farley 
Avenue and Campus Drive (Goodwill site) at 
the far west end of the study area.

•

•

•
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APPENDIX:
ISSUES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

onto Grand and Stevens.  The trucks are 
often trying to head west on Campus Drive 

discouraged.  One suggestion is to make the 
2500 block all one- way going east until the 
Highland intersection. The street would be 
two-way eastward from that point.  Another 
suggestion is to provide clear signage at 
University and Highland to indicate that 

onto Highland and access the ramp to get 
to westbound Campus Drive.  

The functionality of Campus Drive should be 
studied.  In the future, one option might be 
to reconstruct Campus Drive as an at-grade 

on-grade access at Highland and Walnut.  

The school bus stops along University 
Avenue create potential safety and 
congestion issues at certain times and 
locations.

Consider limiting parking to one side of the 
street for portions of Highland Ave. south of 
University Ave.  

neighboring businesses has been an issue 
for the block of Kendall Avenue between 
Highland and Grand Avenue.  While this 
problem is not as it used to be, there is a 
concern that increased business activity 

•

•

•

•

Efforts should be made to discourage 

streets.  

pedestrians to cross the street. 

patterns prior to evaluating options for 
bicycle lanes and/or on street parking.  

The addition of a speed table should be 
considered near the intersection of Walnut 
and Chamberlain.  The speed table will 
help reduce speeds, improve drainage and 
reduce the need for road repair.  

On and off ramps should be considered 
on the south side of Campus Drive at 
Highland Ave.  This would allow both east 
and westbound on-and-off access from 
Highland to Campus Drive.  

Redesign the intersection of Highland and 
University should be considered along with 
creating two eastbound left turn lanes to 

in the morning.

head west on Univ. Ave. and turn south 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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associated with the Mullins redevelopment 
or other business expansion could lead to 
more parking problems along Kendall.  

Consider adding parallel parking to 
University Avenue during non-rush times.  

There is too much parking pressure on 
Kendall and other side streets due to new 
apartment construction.  New development 
should have ample off-street parking 
available.  This parking should not be too 
expensive or should be included in the rent

Commercial parking should be shared 
where possible to allow for better utilization 
of space. Some businesses that should 
share their parking are discouraging it.  

Buildings and Site Design

New buildings on the south side of the 
street should have adequate setbacks to 
relate the scale and height of the existing 
residential structures.

Any corridor redevelopment should respect 
general neighborhood setbacks.

Both sides of University Avenue, between the 
Alumni House and Forest Street, represent 
good examples of reasonably-scaled, nice, 
older architecture. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

High quality architecture is a key to 
successful redevelopment. 

The tallest buildings are appropriate along 
Campus Drive; heights should become 
lower going south toward residential areas.  

Encourage the construction of physical 
design elements like storefronts, awnings, 
nice signs, outdoor seating, etc.  

When considering heights of potential 
redevelopment, consider the effects of 
shadowing.  Taller buildings along the 
south side of Campus Drive are appropriate 
because shadows would fall on the 
roadway

A disappointing aspect of the “Ivy Inn” 
site redevelopment project is the lack of a 

for a landscape layer along sidewalk edge.

In considering new guidelines, the design 
and function of the building is more 
important than a discussion of the number 
of stories in a proposed building.  Important 
issues to consider include insuring 
adequate street capacity, shading effect on 
neighboring buildings, and how the building 
works at the street level for pedestrians and 
autos.

Consider encouraging private developers to 
provide small green spaces that could be 
used by the neighborhood.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Encourage green roofs and sustainable 
practices.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation

Build a bicycle/pedestrian overpass 
over Campus Drive.  Paunack Place has 
been proposed as a possible location. 
Consider other options as well including at 
Chamberlain (possibly the best location) 
or at Allen Street (this would require an 
easement or public way through a future 
redevelopment site).  

Keep University Avenue very bike/
pedestrian friendly.

pedestrian improvements, overhead 
crossings. 

The intersection of Highland and University 
Avenues is problematic in terms of potential 

but it can still be daunting for pedestrians 
to get across.   There are also issues of 

wait to turn south onto Highland.  Consider 
striping the westbound lanes to create one 
left turn lane only, and one straight and 
right turn lane.

Along several portions of University Avenue 
there are problems with bicyclists on the 
sidewalks.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The City needs to clarify if bicyclists are 
to be encouraged to use either University 
Avenue or Kendall as the primary path.

While the university pedestrian bridge is 

University Avenue at this location.  

General Concerns/ Current Developments

A proposed development for the 2500 block 
is the key to the study.  Evaluate this area 

study.  

A good potential redevelopment site is 
located at the southeast corner of the 
intersection of University and Farley.

It is important that the neighborhood keep 
working together after this planning study, 
as the results of the study transfer into 
implementation. 

There are a number of sites along University 
Avenue that are obvious sites for potential 
redevelopment.  Do not follow recent 

Support redevelopment at 2500 block of 
University Avenue.  Reasonable height and 
density seem appropriate here.

Mullins project could be a good anchor 
destination which could bring activity that 
would help support other business.  

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Regarding the 2500 University Avenue 
Block proposal: 14 stories is too high; 
possibly 8 stories (height of the UW hospital) 
is appropriate with graduated setbacks 
so the building does not rise up right out 
of the street edge. Others mentioned four 

is critical that the development provide 
enough on-site parking based upon the 
number of cars that residents actually own, 
so that neighborhood parking does not 
become overloaded.

Streetscape and Aesthetics

Consider a sculpture, landscape feature 
or sign at both ends of University Avenue 
to create a sense of entrance into the 
neighborhood.  

Consider strategies to encourage better 
upkeep of the backs of properties along 
Campus drive.

Give a “neighborhood” feel to University 
Avenue.  Install ornamental street lights, 
remove as many overhead power lines as 
possible, try and use common landscaping 
plantings. The intent is to create an attractive 
(and therefore safer) environment.

people to parking and major destinations in 
the vicinity.  

•

•

•

•

•
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Current street lighting along University 
Avenue is intrusive and glaring to some 
neighboring residential areas.   Consider 
new street lighting to reduce the problem. 

Any new development should have 
substantial landscape installed-the City 
should require wider caliper trees, not 
the “toothpick” trees installed in recent 
projects.  

Guidelines should be written to encourage 
design features and spaces along building 
sidewalk edges to encourage socialization 
and pedestrian use.

Currently along University Avenue sidewalks 
there are numerous parking lots, especially 
on the northern side, that should receive 
landscape treatment along the edges to 
make a better pedestrian experience.

Land Use

Stimulate new development sites for 
additional residential units, and for 
commercial/retail space.  

There is a need for affordable housing 
to serve the needs of hospital and west 
campus workers.  This area would seem to 
be a good place for housing these people.  
New residential redevelopment should be 
oriented toward this population.  

•

•

•

•

•

•

Any mixed-use buildings should have 
businesses that are useful for the 
neighborhood, not franchises or similar 
uses.

Retail needs “clustering” so that nodes of 
activity are created.  

The neighborhood needs an “anchor” spot 
that becomes a social center.  There is not 
anything like this currently.  

corridor to serve the 53726 zip code.

Investigate locating a branch library in the 
corridor.  

One of the few places people in the 
neighborhood walk to for groceries is the 
gas station convenience store at Walnut 
and Univ. Ave.  

•

•

•

•

•

•


